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Mach bands are illusory bright and dark bands seen where a luminance plateau meets a ramp, as in
half-shadows or penumbras. A tremendous amount of work has been devoted to studying the
psychophysics and the potential underlying neural circuitry concerning this phenomenon. A
number of theoretical models also have been proposed, originating in the seminal studies of Mach
himself. The present article reviews the main experimental findings after 1965 and the main recent
theories of early vision that have attempted to account for the effect. It is shown that the different
theories share working principles and can be grouped into three classes: (a) feature-based; (b) rule-
based; and (c) filling-in. In order to evaluate individual proposals, it is necessary to consider them in
the larger picture of visual science and to determine how they contribute to the understanding of
vision in general. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Demonstrationsof visual illusionsabound in perception
textbooks. The brightness illusion now referred to as
Mach bands, after the Austrian scientistErnst Mach who
first studied it, is one of the most popular. This visual
effectpresentsthe classiccase for distinguishingbetween
physical and perceptual aspects of sensation.Regions of
equal luminance appear vividly of different brightnesses
and lines or bands appear where none are physically
present in the stimulus(Fig. 1). In many instances,people
have mistakenly interpreted such bands to be physically
present in the images, as in the interpretationof clinical
X-rays (see Ratliff, 1965, for examples). This one-to-
many luminance to brightness mapping is common in
many brightnessphenomena(Todorovi6,1987).Regions
having identical luminance are perceived to be differ-
ently bright.
Mach bands are not only present in laboratory
situations. They may be observed easily at the edge of
virtually any shadow, where light and dark lines will
surround the half-shadow (penumbra). While the scien-
tific investigationof Mach bands was inauguratedby the
studies of Mach in 1865, many artists have made use of
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the effect. Ratliff (1992) has demonstratedconvincingly
that they have been portrayedat least as far back as 1406
by the Flemish painter Robert Campin in his painting
Annunciation(see p. 95 in Ratliff, 1992, for a reproduc-
tion).
Aside from being an excellent didactic tool for young
studentsof perception, Mach bands have proven to be a
very rich paradigm to probe early vision mechanisms.
Mach bandshave been used in order to investigate(a) the
role of contours in perception; (b) the nature of lateral
inhibition in the visual system; (c) the importance of
phase information; (d) brightness perception; (e) the
perceptionof linesand edges;(f) receptivefieldstructure;
and (g) linearityin the visual system,amongother topics.
Historically, the most important contribution of the
study of Mach bands was, perhaps, its role in the
establishment of a close link between perception and
underlying neural mechanisms.The studies of Hartline,
Ratliff and colleagues (e.g. Hartline, 1949; Ratliff &
Hartline, 1959) on the Limulus eye showed that
responses of neural units (ommatidia) were interdepen-
dent. The results were interpreted in terms of lateral
inhibition mechanisms. Ratliff and Hartline (1959)
investigated the neural responses to a luminance ramp
of the type known to elicit Mach bands and observedthat
the responses displayed activity undershoots and over-
shoots at the inflectionpoints—i.e. the points where the
ramp meets the plateaus (“knee” points). Linking such
responses to the brightness undershoots and overshoots
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FIGURE 1. Mach bands. The profile in (A) represents a horizontal cross-section of the luminance distribution in (D). (B)
Schematic representation of the perceived brightness. (C) Representation of the effect of gradient slope on Ma;h’band
appearance; slope increases from top to bottom.
that characterize the brightness distribution associated
with such luminanceramps was irresistible.The study of
Mach bands, therefore, provided one of the first cases of
the successful*applicationof one of the mostwidespread
linking hypotheses (Teller, 1980, 1984) currently em-
ployed in vision science: “We see X because elementsY
at level L of the visual system are in state S“ (adapted
from Teller, 1990,p. 15).
Ratliff (1965) provides an excellent discussion of the
literature on Mach bands, including the English transla-
tion of six originalpapersby Mach.Fiorentini(1972)also
provides a very good review of the subject, including
results between 1965 and 1972.Therefore, the review of
the experimental literature will concentrate on more
recent studies, discussing older results only when
necessary to clarify more recent findings. A brief
overview of earlier experimental findings and theories
will be given in the next section in order to provide a
historicalbackgroundto the current investigations.More
than a century of investigationhas not yielded a definite
answer concerning the mechanisms underlying Mach
bands. As recently as 1983, one of the most prominent
*To the extent that perceptual and neural events seemed to closely
match, the linkingwas successful.However,the issue of the neural
basis of Machbands is far from being resolved and is the object of
current investigation.Moreover, the studies with Limulus implied
that Mach bands would be seen on luminance steps. These are
rarely seen, as discussed at length in this article.
investigatorsof the effect has declaredthat “the one thing
that is certain about them now is that we have no clear
understanding of them” (Ratliff et al., 1983, p. 4558).
This article will attempt to summarize the key recent
experimentalfindingson Mach bands as well as describe
the main vision theories that attempt to model them. The
literature on Mach bands in other scientific and
technologicallines of investigationwill not be discussed.
For example, the study of Mach bands is relevant from
clinical dermatology (Shriner & Wagner, 1992) to
computer graphics (e.g. Hodgkinson& O’Shea, 1994).
BRIEF REVIEW OF CLASSICALRESULTSAND
THEORIES
Experimental results
Mach bandswere firstqualitativelydescribedby Mach
(1865). The first quantitative measurements were re-
ported in a series of investigations by Fiorentini and
colleagues90 yr later (e.g. Fiorentini, 1957;Fiorentini&
Radici, 1957, 1958; Fiorentini et al., 1955). A large
fraction of the early studies on Mach bands investigated
the influenceof the slopeof the gradientbetweenuniform
fields on the appearance of the bands. These studies
measured either the apparent brightness or the width of
the bands, or both. The results can be summarized as
shown in Fig. l(C). Increasing the slope of the gradient
producesbrighterand thinnerlightbands, and darker and
more distinct dark bands. However, when the gradient
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FIGURE2. Schematic representationof early models of Mach bands.
bft: luminance ramp distribution. Middle: center-surroundor lateral
inhibitionweighting function. Right: output of the convolutionof the
luminance distribution and weighting function. Mach bands can be
associated with the undershoots and overshoots in the output
distribution.
becomes a luminance step, both light and dark bands
disappear (Ratliff, 1965,p. 60).
Theories
Ratliff (1965) reviews six mathematical models of
early visual processing that had been appIied to Mach
bands, including Mach’s own proposal. Ratliff (1965,
p. 120) concludes that the six models are basically one
and the same and provide different instantiation of
neural mechanismsof distance-dependentexcitation and
surround inhibition. While five of the models were
proposed after Hartline’s pioneering description of the
center-surround receptive field of “optic nerve fibers”
(Hartline, 1940), Mach’s (1865) proposal was derived
from his psychophysical experiments with gradient
patterns, suggestingto him that the light and dark bands
that now carry his name were produced by retinal
distance-dependentlateral interactions.
In summary,the main modelsof Mach bandsproposed
by 1965 could all be described as relying on lateral
inhibitory operations of the type now commonly
associated with the function of, say, retinal ganglion
cells (Fig. 2). Moreover,all of these modelsassumedthat
Mach bands were the result of retinal processing,not of
later stages of the visual system.
RECENT EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
Luminance steps induce weak Mach bands, if any
One hundredyears after Mach describedthe effect that
we now call Mach bands, the major theoretical explana-
tions of the phenomenon involved lateral inhibition
(Ratliff, 1965). Yet, no experimental evidence for the
effect existed in the case where the luminance transition
between the two plateau regions is a step. Such abrupt
transitions should, of course, produce maximally strong
effects according to lateral inhibition.This contradiction
is puzzling. Ratliff (1965, p. 60) states that Mach bands
do not occur when the slope of the luminance ramp is
very small or very large. He then proceeds to review the
major theories of the effect at the time and concludethat
they all involvelateral inhibition.Giants of the field such
as Mach, B6k6sy, Hartline and Ratliff, to name a few,
could not have missed such contradiction.Perhaps some
of them were convinced that Mach bands also would be
exposed at luminancestepswith the proper experimental
procedures. This may be the case especially for B6k6sy,
FIGURE 3. Square-wavemodulation of luminance. The one-dimen-
sional cross-sectionof the luminancedistributionis shownon top. No
Mach bands are seen.
who eventuallyprovided some evidence in favor of this
view (B6k6sy,1968a).
Alternatively,the power of the theoretical approach in
providing qualitative explanations for
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FIGURE 4. Experiment by Heinemann (1972) determining the
distributionof brightness across a bipartite field. Luminancematches
are plotted as a functionof the distance from the edge. The curves are
for three contrast levels used. Reprintedfrom Heinemann(1972)with
permission.
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FIGURE5. Threshold contrast for seeing light and dark Mach bands
(open triangles and squares, respectively) as a function of spatial
frequency(c/deg). Thresholdsfor detecting the residual waveformsas
spatial frequencyis varied are also shown(tilled circles). Results from
Ross et al. (1989) adapted with permission.
ena concerning perceived brightness and in uniting
certain aspectsof physiologyand perceptionwas deemed
more important or compelling than such “exceptions”.
The typeof model illustratedin Fig. 2 was used to explain
(some properties of) brightness effects such as Mach
bands, Hermann grids and the Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet
effect (Craik, 1940; O’Brien, 1958; Cornsweet, 1970);
see Fiorentiniet al., 1990).At the same time, it provided
good fits to neurophysiological data, such as the
responses of the Limulus eye (Ratliff & Hartline, 1959)
to both step and ramp luminance transitions (with
undershoots and overshoots), and the responses of ON-
center OFF-surround retinal ganglion cells of the cat
(Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966). Nevertheless, this
theoretical framework encountered problems when
attempting to provide quantitativefits to brightnessdata
(see Fiorentini et al., 1990).
Evidencefor Mach bandson luminancesteps. Figure3
shows a square-wave luminance modulation. Most
observers find no traces of Mach bands in this stimulus.
Could more careful investigation of the brightness
variation across the figure reveal the effect? Heinemann
(1972) and B4k4sy(1968a) suggest that this is the case
(see also Matthews, 1966).
Figure 4 shows the results reported by Heinemann
(1972) for the distributionof brightnessacross a bipartite
field.The inset illustratesthe paradigm used. A thin line
of luminanceLt was placed at one of a series of positions
in the bipartitefieldof luminanceLi as shown.Lt couldbe
varied so as to appear darker or brighter than its
background. The bipartite field with the superimposed
line was presented to one eye. Given a fixed Lt, the
subject’s task was to adjust the luminance of a similar
comparison line shown on an evenly illuminated back-
ground to the other eye, so that the two matched in
brightness.Figure 4 shows the matching luminance as a
function of the distance from the edge. The angular
distance from the edge to the point at which the
brightnessfirst levels off is of the order of 10-15 arcmin.
Heinemann states that the overshoots and undershoots
observed in his data are light and dark Mach bands,
respectively.His interpretationof the data implies rather
broad Mach bands, although, as Heinemann states, they
cannot be compared directly to widths determined by
pointer settings without knowing where along the
brightness curve the subject chooses to position the
pointers. Mach bands originatingfrom luminance ramps
are typically thinner, on the order of from 3–5 (light
bands) to 6-8 (dark bands) arcmin. Depending on the
shapeof the luminancedistribution,they can go up to 10-
12 arcmin (Fiorentini, 1972).
Heinemann acknowledgesthat his results are contrary
to reports by other investigators.A discussion of such
inconsistencyis not providedaside from noting that “the
problem of the appearance of uniform fields is compli-
cated” (Heinemann, 1972,p. 163).
B6k6sy(1968a) also investigated the spatial distribu-
tion of brightness for luminance steps. With a flicker
photometrymethod, he obtained evidence for brightness
overshootsand undershootsat the light and dark sides of
the step, respectively. The overshoots were more
pronouncedthan the undershoots,consistentwith several
reportson luminanceramp Mach bands. Both overshoots
and undershoots extended roughly 8 arcmin. B4k6sy
(1968a)describesthe brightnessvariation inducedby the
luminance step in terms of Mach bands and does not
discussany possibledifferencesbetween ramp and edge
stimuli.
Davidson (1966) (reviewed by Cornsweet, 1970)
investigatedthe brightnessof several luminancedistribu-
tions, including regions of uniform luminance sur-
roundedby steps. All patterns were of low contrast, and
brieflyflashed.Subjectswere asked to judge whether the
center of the stripewas brighteror darker than the region
just to the side of the edge of the stripe. Under these
conditions,a physically uniform stripe always appeared
brighter at its edges. A stripe appeared uniform in
brightness when the center region was of a higher
luminance, and luminance decreased towards the
(smooth) “edge”. In other words, brightnessovershoots
at the region of the edges were determined with this
experimental procedure. Are these light Mach bands?
Davidson’s (1966) investigationwas not directed at the
study of Mach bands, but instead aimed at determining
whether the modulation transfer function (MTF) ap-
proach could account for certain aspects of brightness
perception. His results, in fact, are well matched by the
MTF, and can be generated by a system having lateral
inhibition(see, e.g. Davidson, 1968).An MTF or lateral
inhibition approach predicts that overshoots and under-
shoots will be associated with luminance steps, thereby
predicting Mach bands for these stimuli.
Evidence against Mach bands on luminance steps:
Dependency on spatial frequency and minimal ramp
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FIGURE6. Cross-sectionsof patterns (A–E)employedby Ratliff et al.
(1983) to study the effect of adjacent stimuli on Mach bands. Bars of
sufficient contrast and sufficiently close to the ramp inflection point
destroyed the adjacent Mach band. A triangular shaped adjacent
stimulus(D) enhancedMach bands,while a Gaussianshaped stimulus
(E) had little or no effect.
width. Despite the evidence cited above, recent studies
have challenged the existence of Mach bands at steps.
Ross et al. (1981) used trapezoidal waves in order to
investigate the visual system’s sensitivity for seeing
Mach bands as a function of spatial frequency and ramp
width. In one experiment, they measured the contrast
required to see Mach bands in gratings having equal
plateau and ramp widths. For spatial frequenciesabove 2
c/deg, Mach bands were not visible even with the
maximum contrast available for the equipment. There-
fore, with their set-up, ramp widths of less than around
7.5 arcmin produced no Mach bands.
Ross et al. (1989) studied the threshold for seeing
Mach bands in waveforms of different shapes (e.g.
triangular, trapezoidal). For all shapes, sensitivity rose
gently to a peak and then dropped sharply as spatial
frequency increased (Fig. 5). The “inverted U“ behavior
for seeing Mach bands (for all shapes) demonstratedthat
ramps of intermediatewidth were optimal. Both narrow
and wide ramps decreased Mach band visibility. More-
over, Mach bands ceased to be visible at a ramp width
(given by the limiting frequency) around 4 arcmin.
Dependency on adjacent stimuli
Ratliff and colleagues (Ratliff et al., 1979, 1983;
Ratliff, 1984)followedMach’s (1906) idea of investigat-
ing the appearanceof Mach bands by altering the spatial
pattern of illumination adjacent to them. Their main
finding was that the appearance of Mach bands was
modifiedby placing stimuli, such as a bars, nearby. For
certain stimulus conditions the bands disappeared
altogether. Figure 6 shows one-dimensional cross-
sections of the main luminance profiles used by Ratliff
et al. (1983). Most of the adjacent stimuli were bars
varying in direction of contrast, amount of contrast,
proximityto the inflectionpointsof the ramp, and width.
Biphasicbar stimuli, as well as triangularand Gaussian-
shaped stimuli,were employed also.
The findingsof Ratliffet al. (1983)can be summarized
as follows.(a) A bar stimulusof sufficientcontrastplaced
near either inflectionpoint attenuatesthe adjacent Mach
band that normally is perceived at the inflectionpoint; if
the bar is positioned close enough, no Mach band is
perceived. (b) A bar far away from the inflection point
has no effect on Mach band appearance. (c) Attenuation
is largely independent of the width of the adjacent bar
stimulus. (d) Attenuation is largely independent of the
sign of contrastof the bar. (e) A triangle-shapedstimulus
near the inflectionpoint enhancesthe nearby band; as the
stimulus is moved and its associated Mach band
approachesthe stationaryMach band in the ramp pattern,
one induced band fuses with the other and produces an
enlarged Mach band. The enhancementoccurs as long as
both Mach bands are of the same polarity (light or dark).
In the case where they have opposite contrasts, they
attenuate each other. (f) A truncated Gaussian stimulus
with the same area as a bar stimulus that attenuates a
Machband and that of a triangularstimulusthat enhances
a Mach band has little or no influence on Mach band
appearance. In summary, the three main features of the
interferingstimuiiareproximity, contrastand sharpness.
Ratliff (1984) extended the results of Ratliff et al.
(1983) by using biphasic bars [see Fig. 6(C)] positioned
in the middle of the luminance ramp. Since the
attenuation results observed by Ratliff et al. (1983) did
not extendbeyondaround 15 arcmin,he employeda very
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FIGURE7. Illustrationof phase congmence.The three first harmonics
of a smoothedsquare-wave(left) and a series of delta functions(right)
are shown below the respective one-dimensionalluminance distribu-
tions. Note that at the edge (the mean luminancecross-over)and at the
bar the phases of the three harmonicsshowncome into register. From
Burr and Morrone(1992)with permission.
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FIGURE 8. Example of the effect of the manipulationof the Fourier
spectrum of a trapezoidal wave. All componentshave been shifted in
phase by rr/2. The one-dimensional cross-section of the luminance
distribution is shownon top. No Mach bands are seen.
narrow ramp (15 arcmin). He showedthat as the contrast
of the biphasicbar was increasedboth light and darkband
width decreased.
A recent investigationcomparing Mach band attenua-
tion for bars and stimuli defined by Craik–O’Brien
“cusps” showed that both types of stimuli are equally
effective in attenuating the bands (Pessoa, 1996). The
findings suggest that the high-frequencycomponentsof
an adjacent stimulus are responsiblefor the attenuation.
Dependency on spatialphase
Morrone et al. (1986) and Ross et al. (1989) have
suggestedthat Mach bands dependon phase relationships
amongFouriercomponentsof the underlyingwaveforms.
Figure 7 shows the first three componentsin the Fourier
expansion for a square-wave and a series of delta
functions. In both cases, these harmonics (and all higher
harmonics) come into phase periodically, at twice the
frequency of the fundamental.At the square-wave edge
location, all harmonics have phases ~ rc/2(assuming a
cosine Fourier expansion), depending on the polarity of
the edge. For the delta function (or bar), all harmonics
have phases O or n at the peaks (again depending on
polarity). Therefore, the edge and the bar (or band)
correspondto the points of maximumphase congruence.
Morrone and Burr (1988) have proposed that such points
*Forexample, the first and third harmonicswere removedfrom certain
trapezoids.
FIGURE 9. Luminance distribution for trapezoidal and associated
residual waveforms used by Ross et al. (1989) to study phase
information and Mach bands. Detection thresholds for residual
waveformsfollow the thresholdsfor seeing Mach bands very closely
(see Fig. 5).
always mark visually salient features (see discussionon
the local energy model below).
Morrone and colleaguesnoted that while the edge of a
square-wave has the Fourier components coming into
register with a phase of t 7r/2 (see Fig. 7), the
components of a triangle-wave come into phase at the
spatiallocationscorrespondingto the luminancepeaks of
the waveform where the arrival phases are Ofor positive
peaks and n for negative peaks. For a trapezoidalwave,
the Fourier components never all come into phase
exactly, but phases are most similar at the positions
where the ramps meet the plateaus,where they are Oand
z, as in the triangularwave. A phase groupingof Oand n
is typical of that produced by bars (or delta functions as
shownin Fig. 7) and Morroneand colleagueshypothesize
that it may be the signal that produces or is associated
with Mach bands.
The relationship between phase and Mach bands as
proposed by Morrone and colleagues is illustrated by
consideringthe stimulus in Fig. 8, showing the effect of
manipulatingthe phase spectrum of a trapezoidal wave.
For this stimulus, all components have been shifted in
phase by 7c/2to produce the Hilbert transform of the
trapezoid. No Mach bands are seen and the pattern
appears to have sharp transitions (edges), although no
corresponding abrupt luminance changes are present at
those locations.Edges are seen at the pointswhere Mach
bands appeared on the original trapezoidal waveform.
The average phase at these points is t7c/2, which is
characteristic of edges, instead of O or z as in the
trapezoidal wave which is characteristic of bars,
demonstrating the importance of phase information in
brightnessperception.
Ross et al. (1989) studied triangular and trapezoidal
waveformsand determinedcontrast thresholdsfor seeing
Mach bands. They also measured contrast thresholdsfor
detecting “residual waveforms” which were constructed
from the triangular and trapezoidal waveforms by
removing the first block of harmonics with n/2 phase
(Fig. 9).* Residualwaveformswere studiedto clarify the
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relationshipbetween phase informationand Mach bands.
Note that when the residual waveform is just undetect-
able, all remaining detectable components of the wave-
form have phase 7c/2at the mean luminance cross-over
point (these have actually been removed from the
stimulus), which is characteristic of edges (see Fig. 7).
It is assumed here that the visual system is behaving
linearly; the first block of harmonics has higher
amplitude and therefore should have been detectable if
present. As the stimulus contrast of the residual wave-
form is increased and the higher harmonics become
visible (their amplitudesare sufficientto elicit detection),
phases become more similar at the positionscorrespond-
ing to where the ramps meet plateaus where phases
average Oor z as in a bar; remember again that the first
block of components with phase 7r/2is not present in
residual waveforms. Therefore, the prediction is that the
threshold contrast for detecting residuals should be very
similar to the threshold contrast for seeing Mach bands
since both depend on Fourier componentswith phases O
or n. Figure 5 (filled circles) shows that sensitivity for
detecting residual waveforms follows rather closely
thresholds for seeing Mach bands, confirmingRoss and
colleagues’ prediction. These authors suggest then that
Mach bands are visible on trapezoidal and triangular
waveforms if the correspondingresidual waveforms are
independentlyvisible.
Dependency on low-passfiltering
Ross et al. (1989) also investigated
pass filtering on contrast thresholds
the effect of low-
for seeing Mach
bands. The filter employed was a Gaussian of variable
frequencyconstant.The contrastrequiredto see light and
dark Mach bandswas measured at each of a range of cut-
off frequencies of the filter. As the cut-off frequency of
the Gaussian filter increases, the trapezoidal luminance
waveforms are subject to less and less blurring—the
inflection points become “sharper”. Accordingly, ROSS
(1989) reported that as the cut-off frequency of the filter
increased, sensitivity for seeing Mach bands increased.
Dependency on adaptationstate
B6k6sy(1968b)studied the appearanceof Mach bands
for the dark-adapted eye. He employed a trapezoidal
modulation of luminance and studied the qualitative
appearance of the bands as a function of exposure
duration following the period of dark adaptation. For
exposuredurationsof less than about0.125 see, no Mach
bands were seen. For exposure durations of 2 see, two
weak light Mach bands appeared. For longer exposure
times (10 see), the two light bands remained of the same
brightness, but the ramp and low luminance plateaus
became darker, producing narrower and more pro-
nounced light Mach bands. B6k6sy (1968b) concluded
that the brightnessof the light Mach band seems to vary
little with light adaptation-exposure time after dark
adaptation.
The experiments reported above by Ross et al. (1981)
were also performed in the dark adapted state. In this
case, Mach bands were never seen (regardlessof spatial
frequency). According to Ross et al., their patterns
always appeared as undistorted light and dark plateaus
separated by a ramp. Although details are not provided,
the results of Ross et al. were obtained probably while
subjects were still dark-adapted—thus,consistent with
the observationsof B6k6sy(1968b).
Second-orderMach bands
Phenomenathat are elicited when the spatial variation
of luminance is replaced with a spatial variation in
contrast are called second-orderphenomena(e.g. Chubb
et al., 1989; Singer & D’Zmura, 1994). In such studies,
stimuli are generated by appropriately defined texture
patterns. Recently,Lu and Sperling (1995) have demon-
strated the occurrence of Mach bands in second-order
stimuli that have ramp modulations of contrast while
maintaining constant mean luminance. Their stimuli
exhibited perceptual Mach bands that were decreases or
increases in apparent texture contrast with no concomi-
tant change in apparent brightness. Moreover, the
magnitude of the second-order illusion was found to be
similar to the classical luminanceversion.
Lu and Sperling also attempted to determine whether
the second-order illusions depend on full-wave or half-
wave rectification.In otherwords, they were interestedin
establishing the nature of the early non-linearities
involvedin the illusion.Full-waverectificationis usually
assumed to be the absolute value or the square of point
contrast. In half-wave rectification,there are commonly
two half-wave processes,one positive and one negative.
For example, ON-center retinal ganglion cells perform
positivehalf-waverectification,transmittinginformation
primarily about luminance increments. OFF-center cells
are analogous to negative half-wave rectifiers as they
transmit information mainly about luminance decre-
ments.
Lu and Sperling also demonstrated second-order
versions of the Chevreul illusion (see below) and the
Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweeteffect. Since none of these
illusionscouldbe perceivedwith half-wavetextures,they
suggestthat second-orderillusionsresult from full-wave,
not half-wave, rectification and involve spatial interac-
tions that are rather similar to those in first-order
(luminance)processing.
Mach bands and color
There is no general agreement on the appearance of
Mach bands in pure color (isoluminant)stimuli. Several
reports have claimed that the chromatic analog of Mach
bands does occur, althoughthese have been contested as
possibly due to luminance differences. The current
weight of consensus favors the view that chromatic
Mach bands do not occur. The interested reader may
consult Pease (1978) for a short review and Gur and
Syrkin (1993) for a recent report; see also Savoy (1987).
Physiologicalstudies
Syrkinet al. (1994a)investigatedthe responsesof odd-
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FIGURE 10. Responsesof area 17cells of the cat to luminanceramps
of various widths from the study of Syrkin et al. (1994a). The even-
symmetric responses should be compared to the experimental data
shownin Fig. 5. Reprintedfrom Syrkinet al. (1994a)with permission.
and even-symmetric simple cells in cat area 17 to
luminance distributions including steps and ramps of
different widths (slopes). As expected, even-symmetric
cells responded better to ramp stimuli, while odd-
symmetric cells responded better to abrupt steps. It
should be noted that the responses were not very
localized in space, usually being stronger around the
middle of the ramp (for even-symmetriccells) or at the
location of the step (for odd-symmetriccells). Figure 10
showsthe responsesof cells to rampsof variouswidths.It
is interesting to observe the resemblance between even-
symmetric cell responses to ramp stimuli and the
psychophysicalsensitivityto Mach bands (see Fig. 5).
SUMMARYOF EXPERIMENTALFINDINGS
Mach bands are strongerfor ramps
The most conspicuousresult of the recent psychophy-
sical findingsis that Mach bandsare morepronouncedfor
luminance ramps of intermediatewidthYbeing weak, or
nonexistent, for a luminance step. The inconsistencyof
such a result and the lateral inhibition account has been
repeatedlypointedout. At the same time, it is not entirely
clear why Mach bands were observed in luminancesteps
in a few of the early studies.Two of the studiesreporting
Mach bands on luminance steps employed experimental
techniques involving the temporal dynamics of bright-
ness perception. B6k6sy (1968a) employed flicker
photometry and Davidson (1966) employed brief pre-
sentation times. It is possible that in such experimental
paradigms Mach bands are also strong for luminance
steps. In fact, a predictionof a recent model is that Mach
bands should occur at luminance steps for very brief
presentationtimes as a resultof the temporaldynamicsof
brightness perception. To anticipate, according to the
model of Pessoa et al. (1995b), brightness is given by a
diffusive filling-in process that takes time. For brief
presentation times the (retinal) filtering overshoots and
undershootsassociatedwith a luminancestep do not have
the chance to be homogenized by filling-in, and Mach
bands should be present (see Fig. 22). Overall, very few
studies have explored the temporal dynamics of Mach
bands and experimentsare greatly needed here.
It should be noted also that even the sharpest
luminance step is degraded because of imperfectionsof
the eye. In fact, the blur is considerableand estimatesof
the “line spread function” of the human eye provideone
such measure. For example, a vertical line of 1.6 arcsec,
may span 10 arcmin or more on the retina (Krauskopf,
1962). Therefore, not only “perfect” physical steps do
not produce perfect steps on the retina, but certain
experimental paradigms may be more subject to
smoothing in such a way that steps would produce
narrow ramps. The possibility that these effects may be
involved in the perception of Mach bands at abrupt
luminance transitionsneeds to be carefully investigated.
Asymmetries of light and dark bands
There are severalasymmetriesbetween the appearance
of light and dark Mach bands. Studies diverge as to
whether light bands are stronger than dark bands or vice
versa. Most of the early studies described light bands as
more pronounced than dark bands—light bands are
brighterthan dark bandsare darker—andthinner(Ratliff,
1965,p. 55). Several investigatorshave claimed that dark
bands are strongerinstead(Gur & Syrkin, 1993;Thomas,
1965;Ross et al., 1989).The discrepancymaybe related
to the experimental procedures employed. Gur and
Syrkin (1993), Thomas (1965) and Ross et al. (1989)
all measured contrast threshold for seeing Mach bands.
Most early experimentalinvestigationsemployedbright-
ness matching paradigms (supra-threshold). Further
experiments are needed in order to clarify this issue.
The dependenceof light and dark bandson gradientslope
also differs, with light bands being much more sensitive
to changes (Ratliff, 1965; Fiorentini, 1972; but see
Thomas, 1965). Several authors have suggested that
while light and dark bandsmay be subservedby common
mechanisms they may be mediated separately (Gur &
Syrkin, 1993;Thomas, 1965;see also Ross et al., 1989).
One possibilityis that light and dark bands are subserved
by ON- and OFF-systems(Ratliff et al., 1983).
Center-surroundretinal mechanisms
Although it is clear that center-surroundantagonistic
interactions at the retina are insufficient to account for
Machbands, the resultsof B6k6sy(1968b)and Rosset al.
(1981) strongly suggest that they are critical for the
effect. These studies showed that the dark-adapted eye
does not perceive Mach bands. Moreover, B6k6sy
(1968b)showedthat the appearanceof lightbandsvaries
as a function of the exposure time after dark adaptation
(i.e. light adaptation).The classic studiesof Barlowet al.
(1957)showedthat the surroundmechanismof cat retinal
gangliun cells is less effective in the dark. Furthermore,
light adaptation increases the prominence of the antag-
onistic surround relative to the center-decreasing the
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FIGURE 11. Chevreul illusion. Staircase luminance distribution(top)
and schematic representation of the perceived brightness (bottom).
center-surround gain ratio from 3 to 1.2 with light
adaptation(Enroth-Cugell& Lennie, 1975;Kaplan et al.,
1979). These physiological studies, taken together with
the psychophysical studies of the perception of Mach
bands under dark adaptation, strongly suggest that an
intact center-surround retinal structure is necessary for
the generation of the bands.
Synergy between theory and experimentation
The recent findings also reveal the synergy between
theory and experimentation. Once theoretical frame-
works were able to emerge that provided alternativesto
the lateral inhibition or contrast sensitivity approach to
vision, researchers were able to formulate new experi-
mental paradigms that explored new aspects of the
appearanceof Mach bands and their relationshipto other
early vision processes.The studiesof Morrone,Burr and
colleagues on the importance of phase information for
visual processing illustrate this point well.
The recent physiological studies of Syrkin et al.
(1994a,b) demonstrate the potential of integrating
physiological, psychophysical and computational ap-
proaches, as was done in the early studies of Mach
bands, of which Ratliff’s work is perhaps the best
example (Ratliff, 1965). However, while such avenues
for research are very promising, their interpretation
requires care. In the context of Syrkin and colleagues’
(1994a) work, while it is interesting to note the
resemblance between cell responses to ramp stimuli
and the psychophysical sensitivity to Mach bands
compare Figs 5 and 10), it is premature to conclude that
“simple cells may be the physiologicalbasis for the Mach
band phenomenon” (Syrkin et al., 1994, p. 326). First,
more detailedanalysisof the dependencyof cell response
and spatialfrequencyselectivityis required.Second,care
must be taken when ascribing the explanation of a
perceptual effect to the responses of single cells (see
Teller, 1980, 1984). Finally, to the extent that odd- and
even-symmetrical cells deserve their names at all, they
will, by definition, respond more strongly to edges and
ramps, respectively. The observation that actual simple
cells behave in this way is important,but hardly suffices
to indicate that these constitute the basis for the
perception of Mach bands.
OTHER BRIGHTNESSEFFECTS
An effect that is often discussedin the contextof Mach
bands is the Chevreul illusion, named after the French
chemist Michel-EugiMe Chevreul (1839). Figure 11
illustrates both the luminance distribution and a sche-
matic representationof the perceived brightnesswith its
“scallopy” or “fluted” appearance. Several researchers
have described the Chevreul illusion as essentially the
same as Mach bands (e.g. Hurvich, 1981,p. 164); this is
also common in introductoryperception textbooks (e.g.
Goldstein, 1989). While the two illusions are super-
ficially similar, it is important to distinguish between
them, especially given the large body of evidence
showing that luminance steps do not produce Mach
bands under most conditions,if at all. Ross et al. (1981)
investigatedboth the Chevreul illusion and Mach bands
and suggestthat differentphysiologicalmechanismsmay
underlietheirperceptionsince the Chevreulillusionis (a)
unaffectedby dark adaptation;(b) is present both at low
and high spatialfrequencies(up to at least 15panels/deg);
and (c) the scalloping alternates with the veridical
appearance (i.e. the percept in Fig. 11 alternates with
the percept of an undistorted staircase). An important
property of stimuli that produce the Chevreul illusion is
that they have at least three panels (B4k6sy,1968b).One
step is not sufficientto generatethe effect,but at least two
are necessary(asidefrom the “outer borderedges”). This
often forgotten requirement demonstrates that any links
between Mach bands and the Chevreul illusion require
careful investigation.
Mach bands have often been linked to brightness
contrasteffects such as found in introductoryperception
textbooks where a mid-gray square is displayed on
different intensity backgrounds. One of the important
conclusionsof the Ratliff et al. (1983) study is that these
contrastphenomenaare not Mach bands. They point out
that if the border contrast at a step were itself a Mach
band then a nearby step (of the proper polarity) should
enhancerather than attenuate(as they found)the adjacent
Mach band. Note that their triangular stimulus [see Fig.
6(D)] had a clear enhancingeffect on the adjacent Mach
band. At intermediate distances, a triangular stimulus
producesa band twice the usualwidth, as the bandsof the
triangular stimulusand the ramp “fuse”.
van den Brink & Keemink(1976)have investigatedthe
perception of luminance sawtooth distributions and
proposed that they are subserved by a different set of
mechanisms than Mach bands. They were interested in
investigating whether Mach bands and “edge effects”
such as producedby Craik-O’Brien-Cornsweetcuspsare
produced by the same mechanisms. Their main finding
was that the perception of certain saw-tooth patterns
depended on interpretation(being seen as two- or three-
dimensional),suggesting to them that these patterns are
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subject to more “central” processes, as opposed to being
due to lateral inhibitionmechanismsat the retina as was
suggestedby somefor Mach bandsat the time. Giventhat
current models predict that Mach bands occur no sooner
than area VI where simple and complex cells are found,
and the recent results on the influenceof factors such as
shape, transparency and shadows on brightness percep-
tion (Knin & Kersten, 1991;Adelson, 1993;Pessoaet al.,
1995a; Arend et al., 1995), it would be instructive to
investigatewhether Mach bands can be affected by these
or other “high-level” effects. Hodgkinson and O’Shea
(1994) showed that Mach bands can be interpreted as
specular highlights in computer graphics displays (an
effect that can be observed by displaying a trapezoidal
wave on a CRT) and studied their effect on perceived
glossiness.
RECENTTHEORIES
Since Mach (1865) first reported them, Mach bands
have attracted a large number of investigatorswho have
attempted to explain the phenomenon. The theories
reviewed below vary in complexity.Mostwere proposed
as general schemes for understanding early visual
processing, and have addressed the issue of the
appearance of Mach bands to different extents. Some
are proposalsspecificto Mach bands.While all proposals
greatly differ from one another in detail, they can be
(A)
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FIGURE12.Schemeproposedby Tolhurst(1972)to accountfor Mach
bands. (A) Optimal edge and bar detectors respond maximally at
diferent positionsalong the ramp (see arrows); operators not drawn to
scale. If maximal edge and bar responses are far enough from each
other, as in a ramp, the bar detectors are not inhibited and are able to
signal Mach bands. (B) In a luminance step, edge detectors inhibit
nearby bar detectors. No Mach bands are predicted.
grouped in three classes: (a) feature-based; (b) rule-
based; and (c) filling-in.Feature-basedtheoriespostulate
that edges and lines are basic primitives of early vision.
Specific proposals differ in the ways primitives are
detected and how the detectionoperators-i.e. even- and
odd-symmetric mechanisms—interactwhen more than
one type is used (competitionor cooperation).Rule-based
theories may also employ primitive features, but what
distinguishesthem is a stage of brightnessdescriptionby
the applicationof a fixedset of rules interpretingwhat the
convolutionresponsesmap to. Filling-intheoriespropose
that the spreading of neural activity within filling-in
compartments produces a spatial response profile that
resembles the percept. A major conceptual difference
existsbetween feature-basedand ruled-basedtheorieson
the one hand, and filling-in theories on the other.
According to the former, one of the main tasks of the
visual system is to detect salient features (e.g. lines and
edges). Most of the “detail” in scenes is ignored. The
latter theories attempt to build representations that
preserve the geometric structureof percepts.These ideas
will be expanded in the next section.
Seven recent models have attempted to account for
Machbands.The firstfour are feature-based,the next two
are rule-based and the last is a filling-in proposal. All
models are multi-scale theories of vision. The proposals
discussedare:
l Inhibitionof edge and bar detectors(Tolhurst,1972).
l Local energy (Morrone & Burr, 1988).
l Multi-channel(Fiorentiniet al., 1990).
l Cell assembly (du Buf, 1994).
l MIRAGE (Watt & Morgan, 1985).
l MIDAAS (Kingdom & Moulden, 1992).
l Filling-in (Pessoa et al., 1995b).
The following discussion will concentrate on the
different ways in which these models account for Mach
bands. Although the application of the models to other
phenomena is beyond the scope of the present article,
overall it is important to consider how they address
different but related phenomena. In other words, the
power of a specific approach stems from its ability to
show how related phenomena originate from a common
set of mechanisms or processes. For example, though
distinct,Mach bandsand the Chevreulillusionare clearly
related effects. Thus, ideally, theories should be able to
handle both of them.
A striking feature of the recent formalisms is that all
provide explicit explanationsfor the lack of Mach bands
on luminancesteps, and special attentionwill be paid to
how this is accomplished. A central theme of the
discussionbelow will concern the nature of the “decod-
ing rules” or linking propositions (Teller, 1980, 1984)
employed, implicitlyor explicitly,by each model. These
propositions,or hypotheses, are directly related to key
issues of current visual science, such as the use of
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multiple spatial scales and the types of visual “features”
(e.g. lines and edges).
Feature-based theories
Inhibition of edge and bar detectors. Tolhurst (1972)
showed that adaptation to a pattern of, say, left–right
symmetry (e.g. a luminance step) produced greater
threshold elevation for test patterns of the same polarity
than to patternsof the oppositepolarity.Thiswas taken as
evidence for the existenceof odd-symmetricoperators—
“edge” detectors—in the visual system. Tolhurst also
suggested that spatially limited mutual inhibition be-
tween edge and bar (even-symmetric)detectorscould be
used to explain several brightness illusions, including
Mach bands. Consider a luminance ramp that elicits
Mach bands.The optimaledge detectorresponseis on the
middle of the ramp, and the optimal bar detector
responses are at the inflectionpoints. As long as the bar
detectors are far enough from the edge detectors so as to
not be inhibitedby them, they will signal the presence of
bars, i.e. light and dark Mach bands [Fig. 12(A)].
Tolhurst’s proposal can also account for why Mach
bands are not seen on a step. For such luminance
distribution, both edge and bar detectors located at or
near the step are activated. Since the edge detectorswill
be maximally activated, they can suppress the smaller
activity of the bar detectors activated by the step. No
Mach bands are seen [Fig. 12(B)].
Ratliff (1984) set out to test Tolhurst’s scheme by
positioning a biphasic bar in the middle of a narrow
luminance ramp (see Fig. 6 for a cross-section of a
biphasic bar). According to him, the variable contrast
biphasic bar would”provide independent control of the
strength of the two competing mechanisms. High-
contrast biphasic bars would produce strong responses
from odd-symmetricoperators in the middle of the ramp
and effective attenuation of the bands. For low-contrast
biphasic bars, the weak inhibition from the bars would
notbe able to remove the bands.As mentionedabove,his
finding was that as the contrast of the biphasic bar was
increased light and dark band width decreased. The
results were taken as evidence that some version of
Tolhurst’s scheme was correct.
The Tolhurst–Ratliff scheme is attractive due to its
simplicity. It relies, however, on interactions between
multiple spatial scales. Only coarse scale odd-symmetric
cells respond strongly for the ramp center and can signal
an edge. At the same time, small-scale even-symmetric
cells are required for responding at the inflectionpoints
and signaling bars. There are several ways to specify
Tolhurst’sscheme as a functioningmodel,but all need to
prevent “spurious” responses from occurring so that
even- and odd-symmetricmechanismsdo not signalextra
features at incorrect locations.
More serious objections to the Tolhurst–Ratliff
proposal originate from considering the Ratliff et al.
(1983) data more closely. The proposal is not consistent
with the fact that both regular bars [Fig. 6(A)-(B)] and
biphasicbars [Fig. 6(C)] attenuateMach bands to similar
extents.While biphasicbars more strongly activate odd-
symmetric,or edge, operators,regularbars more strongly
activate even-symmetric,or bar, operators.Thus, regular
bars should not attenuate Mach bands. The Tolhurst–
Ratliff proposal also encounters problems explaining
why the width of the adjacent stimulus is not important.
Narrow bars (e.g. 2.5 arcmin) strongly activate only
even-symmetricmechanisms,while wider ones (e.g. 100
arcmin) produce stronger responses from high spatial
frequency odd-symmetric cells (locally the adjacent
stimulus will be an edge). Finally, Craik-O’Brien half-
cusps attenuate Mach bands to the same extent that
adjacent bars do (Pessoa, 1996). Such stimuli also
activate bar detectors more strongly than edge detectors
and therefore, accordingto the Tolhurst–Platliffscheme,
should not attenuate Mach bands.
Local energy. Although models of early visual
processing differ widely, they share the property that
incoming inputs are first filtered by even-symmetric
receptive field-like operators; a few use odd-symmetric
operators instead (e.g. Canny, 1986). Morrone and Burr
(1988) proposed that by combining the output of both
even- and odd-symmetric operators, it is possible to
account for a large body of psychophysicaldata. Their
model employs two sets of matched operators and uses
them to obtain a “local energy” measure at every
locationof the visualscene.Local energy is definedas the
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FIGURE 13. Local energy model of Morroneand Burr (1988). Local
energy is computedat every position.The positions at which it peaks
mark visually salient features (lines and edges).At these positions,the
responses of even- and odd-symmetricoperators indicate the type of
feature associatedwith the peak; even-symmetricresponsessignal the
presence of a line and odd-symmetricresponsessignal the presence of
an edge. The locationof the sharp luminancetransitionis thus marked
“edge”. Atl other positions (not shown) do not convey information
about visual features since they are suppressed(filled circles).
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FIGURE14.Multi-channelexplanationof Machbandswith small-and
large-scale channels. The small-scale channel signals light and dark
bands at the inflection points, and the large-scale channel signals a
dark-to-lighttransition in the middle of the ramp.
square-root of the sum of the squares of the filter
responses and is used to indicate the positions of
“features”. Figure 13 illustrates the main computations
of the Local energy model. (1) The stimulusis filteredby
even- and odd-symmetricoperators(possiblyin multiple
scales).(2) localenergy is computedat everyposition.(3)
Determination of local energy peaks by non-maximum
suppression. The locations of local energy peaks—and
only these—indicate the positions of salient features,
such as lines and edges. The nature of the feature is
determined by the outputs of the even- and odd-
symmetric operators determined in the first step. If the
peak of local energy coincideswith the peak of an even-
symmetric filter, the stimulus is a line (or bar), If it
coincides with the peak of an odd-symmetric filter, the
stimulus is an edge. An important property of the local
energy model is that it is capable of signaling “mixed”
features, such as edge–bar combinations.In other words,
if at a given energy peak both even- and odd-symmetric
operatorshave non-zero responses,the model signals the
existenceof a feature having propertiesof both lines and
edges.
The local energy model predicts the presence of Mach
bands for several waveform types. At the positionwhere
a luminanceramp meets a plateau, a peak in local energy
occurs. Since the activity at such positionsis greater for
even-symmetric operators, the feature is signaled as a
line, or band. For a luminancestep distribution,no band
will be signaledsince the peak of local energy at the step
is associated with odd-symmetricresponses—thesignal
for an edge. Ross et al. (1989) have shown excellentdata
fits, demonstrating that the local energy model can
quantitatively match several results on Mach bands.
Moreover, Morrone, Burr and colleagues have shown
how the model can quantitativelyaddress several other
effects (Morrone & Burr, 1988), including a new
(modified)Chevreul illusion (Morroneet al., 1994).
The local energy model proposal is similar to that of
Tolhurst (1972) in that both schemes employ pairs of
orthogonal operators. The most important difference is
that while Tolhurst invokes mutual inhibition between
the two types of operators (in order to eliminate bar
responses at a luminance edge), Morrone and Burr
suggest that they cooperate in the computation of local
energy—an operation which indicates visually salient
features.
Physical contrast determines the appearance of many
stimuli. This is a problem for the local energy model
since the positions of the peaks in local energy that
constitute the output of the model and signal important
features are invariant with regard to input stimulus
amplitude (see also Kingdom & Moulden, 1992). Thus
the model cannot, without modifications, account for,
say, why the missing fundamental stimulus is perceived
differentlyas a functionof contrast;as a square-wavefor
low contrast and with the “veridical” cusps for higher
contrasts. The same problem is encountered when
processing low- and high-contrast sinusoidal waves—
the latter are perceived in a deformed way while the
former in a more veridical form. Perhaps by applyingan
initial compressivenon-linearitybefore the computation
of local energy, some of these problems may be
overcome. See Georgeson (1994) for an evaluation of
the local energy model for low-frequency brightness
patterns.
Multiple channels.As discussed, the lateral inhibition
modelof Mach bandsis incorrectsince it predicts that the
effect shouldbe strongestat a luminhncestep. Fiorentini
et al. (1990)describedhow a single-scalemodel (see Fig.
2) can be extendedto multiplescales so as to account for
this discrepancy.They propose the use of two channels,
one selective for high spatial frequencies (small-scale
channel) and one selective for low spatial frequencies
(large-scalechannel).When appliedto a luminanceramp,
the large-scale channel responds to the ramp just as it
does to a luminanceedge (Fig. 14).This responsecan be
associated with a brightness change from dark to light.
The small-scale channel is insensitive to the ramp,
responding only to the two inflection points in the
stimulus.Such responsesare similar to the ones a small-
scale channel would generate in response to dark and
light bars alone and can be said to signal the presence of
dark and light bars at the extremes of the ramp. Finally,
the overall percept is considered to be the composite of
the large- and small-scale responses, which can be
interpreted as a brightness step with flanking dark and
bright bars. The bars correspond, of course, to Mach
bands.
When a luminance step is processed by these hvo
channels,theywill both respondat the samelocation.The
individual responseswill be interpreted as signaling an
edge, and so will the composite response. No flanking
bands are signaled.
The multi-channel proposal employs a single filter
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FIGURE 15. Illustration of the syntactical reconstruction process of
Mach bands by the Cell assembly model. (A) Trapezoidal luminance.
Error function-shapedlight (B) anddark (C) edges. (D) Sumof(B) and
(C). (E) Gaussianlines associatedwith the inflectionpoints.(F) Sumof
Gaussianlines. (G) Final combinationcorrespondingto the sumof (D)
and (F). Adapted from du Buf (1994)with permission.
type. “Bar” responses are assumed whenever any
stimulus locally produces a response that is similar to
the one elicited by a luminance bar itself. “Edge”
responses occur whenever a stimulus locally produces a
responsethat is similar to the one elicitedby a luminance
step itself. In order to be operational, however, the
scheme needs to formalize the notion of similarity.The
rule-based models MIRAGE and MIDAAS that are
discussedbelow can be viewed as examplesof proposals
to formalize similarity through the use of explicit
decoding rules employing the pattern of zero-crossings
(Marr & Hildreth, 1980)produced by filtering.
Cell assembly. du Buf (1993) studied the responsesof
“complex” simple cells to lines and edges. His simple
cells are operatorsthat can be understoodas abstractions
of two simple cells, both centered at the same location,
but in quadrature (i.e. having a phase difference of 7r/2).
du Buf (1994) extended this analysis to investigatehow
such operators react to luminance ramps. The main
computationalstages of the cell assembly model are: (1)
The stimulus is filtered by “complex” simple cells at
several spatial scales. (2) These signalsare employedin a
process of visual reconstruction to predict visual
appearance.
The questiondu Buf (1994,p. 454)poseshimself is the
following:“when there arc eventdetectorsthat act on the
basis of the simple cell responses ... what information
would they use and how would the information at
different scales be combined?” du Buf proposes a
“syntacticalreconstructionprinciple” whereby the initial
filtering responses are interpreted in terms of Gaussian
lines and error-function-shapededges. In other words,
the basic reconstructionvocabulary is composedof lines
and edges. For the processing of a trapezoidal wave,
Gaussian lines correspond to blurred versions of the
filtering overshoots and undershoots at the inflection
points. Error-function-shaped edges correspond to
blurred or smoothededges associatedwith the luminance
ramps. The finalreconstructedwaveform is a trapezoidal
waveform with overshoots and undershoots.Therefore,
Mach bands are the result of how the reconstruction
process recovers lines and edges (Fig. 15). The
reconstruction process does not generate undershoots
and overshootsto abrupt luminancetransitions,correctly
predictingthat no Mach bands are seen.This occurs since
only an error-function-shaped edge is used in the
reconstructionof a luminancestep.
du Buf (1994)also showssimulationresultsillustrating
the attenuationof Mach bands in the case of a bar located
in the middle of the ramp, as observed experimentally
(Ratliff, 1984).Althoughthe model results are consistent
with the data, the model needs to be more completely
specifiedin order to be properlyevaluated(but see du Buf
and Fischer, 1995).
Rule-based theories
MIRAGE. The MIRAGE model of Watt and Morgan
(1985) was proposed to provide a general symbolic
descriptionof local luminancechanges in visual stimuli.
In effect it can be understood as a development of the
framework originallyproposed in Marr’s (1982)concept
of the primal sketch; see Watt (1988). MIRAGE trans-
forms a visual scene into a spatially ordered list of
discrete (symbolic) primitives and can be described in
fivecomputationalstages.(1) The stimulusis firstfiltered
by even-symmetricoperatorsat several spatial scales. (2)
The responses are split into their positive and negative
portions. (3) All positive signals are added together
across scales (T ‘); the same is done for negative signals
(T-). 4) The resultant signalsare then used to generate a
list of primitives. There are two types of primitives, a
zero-bounded response and a region of inactivity. (5)
Finally, three fixedrules are used in order to interpretthe
sequence of primitives: the null rule correspondingto a
luminanceplateau, the edge rule, and the bar rule. This
last stageallowsinferencesaboutluminancevariationsor
brightnesschanges in the scene.
The names of the three rules indicate that MIRAGE is
interested in determining the main features present in
images (i.e. lines and edges). MIRAGE postulates that
this task can be accomplished by interpreting the
distribution of zero-bounded responses and regions of
inactivity(the two primitives).A zero-boundedresponse
correspondsto a peak of the filtering response bounded
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FIGURE 16. MIRAGEand the perceptionof Mach bands. (A) Ramp
luminance distribution. (B) Positive and negative summed across
scales signals(T+ and T-). These signalscorrespondto overshootsand
undershoots from the initial filtering that have been separated.
(C) Rules triggered at given spatial locations (N: null rule; B: bar
rule). Note that the bar rule was triggered twice due to the zero-
bounded responses originating from the ramp inflection points. The
triggering of the bar rule indicates Mach bands. Adapted from Watt
and Morgan(1985)with permission.
by tsvo outer zero-crossings (Marr & Hildreth, 1980).
Regions of inactivity are also explicitly encoded (see
Watt & Morgan, 1983). Edges are, then, indicated by a
zero-boundedresponsewith a regionof inactivityon only
one side (the edge rule). Bars are indicated by a zero-
bounded responsewith a region of inactivity on both or
neither side (the bar rule).
MIRAGE has attempted to explainbrightnesspercepts
such as the Chevreul illusion and Mach bands, among
other phenomena. Figure 16 shows how the model
accounts for Mach bands and illustrates the use of its
rules. The activity associatedwith the inflectionpointsof
the ramp produces zero-bounded responses (stage 4)
which are then interpreted by the bar rule (stage 5).
Therefore, at the positions where Mach bands are
generally perceived, MIRAGE signals “bars” or bands.*
In the case of a luminance step (or a ramp of limited
width), MIRAGE will trigger the “edge” rule at the
position of the step, thereby correctly predicting that
Mach bands disappear at abrupt luminance transitions.
MIRAGE predicts that the critical width for Mach
*In generating Fig. 16, it was assumed that the input was initially
filtered with ON-center OFF-surroundeven-symmetricoperators.
Watt and Morgan (1985) use, instead, OFF-center ON-surround
operators.
bandsshouldalso applyfor the Chevreulillusion(Watt&
Morgan, 1985,p. 1666).Ross et al. (1981) reported that
the Chevreul illusion occurred for high spatial frequen-
cies up to at least 15 panels/deg, indicating a minimal
plateau width of 4 arcmin or less. For Mach bands, the
studyof Rosset al. (1981)reporteda minimalramp width
of 7.5 arcmin; a subsequentstudy by Ross et al. (1989)
reported a minimal width of 4 arcmin. Further quantita-
tive measurements are needed in order to determine
whether the Chevreulillusioncan be elicitedfor narrower
plateaus, and thereby assess MIRAGE’s prediction.
MIRAGE has not been used to provide quantitative
predictions on Mach bands. In this context, Ross et al.
(1989) have pointed out that it cannot account for the
close dependence of Mach bands on spatial frequency.
According to their simulations, MIRAGE does not
account for the fact that as ramps decrease in width,
Mach band strength decreases. Instead, MIRAGE
predicts just the opposite (before Mach bands disappear
altogether).
MZDAAS.Kingdom and Moulden (1992) have pro-
posed a multi-scalemodelof brightnessperceptioncalled
MIDAAS which has addressed a large set of brightness
stimuli. MIDAAS has five processing stages. (1) Light
adaptationis performed by a mechanismof gain control.
(2) The stimulus is filtered at multiple spatial scales. (3)
The outputs are thresholded and subject to a power-law
transformationfor each scale. (4) The filtered responses
(stages 1-3) are used to generatesymbolicdescriptionsof
brightnesschangesfor each spatialscaleseparately.More
precisely, after the input is convolved, interpretation
rules are used to determine the brightness prediction
associated with each spatial scale. Rules specify how
filteredresponsesare interpreted in terms of single-scale
brightness predictions according to properties of the
filtered responses, i.e. the pattern of zero-crossings. (5)
Stagefivecombinesthe outputsof all scalesby averaging
the reconstructed profiles. This averaged across-scales
output correspondsto the final predicted percept. Figure
17 illustratesthe behaviorof the interpretationrules used
by MIDAASshowinghow filterresponsesare interpreted
as indicatingthe presence of an edge (A), and a bar [(B)
and (C)].
MIDAAScan accountfor both triangleand trapezoidal
Machbands.This is obtainedby employinginterpretation
rules that allow the model to preserve overshoots and
undershootsof the convolvedresponses.At positive and
negativeinflectionpointsof a trapezoidalwave responses
are produced indicating bars, or bands (for several
scales); such as illustrated in Fig. 17(C) for a triangle
luminance input. The combination of these responses
with one originating from the lowest spatial frequency
that registers the overall trapezoidal modulation, coT-
rectly predicts the appearance of a trapezoidal wave.
According to Kingdom and Moulden (1992), MIDAAS
can account for the effect of spatial frequency on Mach
band appearance (although no simulations are shown),
and correctly predicts the absence of Mach bands for a
square-wavesince no “bar responses” are produced [see
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FIGURE 17. Brightnesspredictionsgenerated by MIDAAS.After the
initial processing of the input distributions (left), roles specify how
filtered responses (middle) are interpreted in terms of single-scale
brightnesspredictions(right) accordingto the pattern of zero-crossings
and amount of contrast. Adapted from Kingdomand Moulden(1992)
with permission.
Fig. 17(D)].Interestingly,MIDAAScan correctlypredict
the attenuation of Mach bands when bars are super-
imposed on the ramps (Ratliff, 1984). Kingdom and
Moulden (1992) conclude that no mutual inhibition
between odd- and even-symmetricoperators is required
to account for this effect, as postulatedby Ratliff (1984);
see below.
As is the case for other rule-based theories, the power
of MIDAAS stems directly from its set of interpretation
rules. Even more for MIDAAS, as its rules are tailored to
brightnessperception, and are not “general rules” (such
as in MIRAGE).
Filiing-in theories
Filling-in models propose that spreading of neural
activity within filling-in compartments produces a
response profile that spatially resembles the percept
(Fry, 1948; Walls, 1954; Gerrits & Vendrik, 1970;
Hamada, 1984; Cohen & Grossberg, 1984;Grossberg &
Todorovi6,1988).Traditionallyit has been assumed that
filling-in models cannot account for Mach bands (e.g.
Kingdom & Moulden, 1992, p. 1579; Blomnaert &
Martens, 1990, p. 27). One reason is that filling-in as
specifiedby boundary-gated diffusionhas been fimction-
~Several researchers have discussed the fact that most brightness
contrast effects are rather uniform over large areas and proposed
underlyingtwo-stageprocesses—i.e. lateral inhibitionfollowedby
some smoothingoperation. See Ratliff and Sirovich (1978) for a
discussion of this theme in the context of so-called isomorphistic
and non-isomorphisticneural representations.
ally interpreted to mean “averaging between edges”-
i.e. the final equilibrated output is constant within a
region.This is certainly apossible outcome producedby
filling-inmodels.However, the emphasisof such models
is in the role of contours, or boundaries, in determining
visual surface perception. Whether “brightness” is
completely uniform or not within regions is not the
central issue.
The remarks on filling-in and Mach bands above are
interesting in view of the fact that historically filling-in
mechanismswere suggested, in part, in order to account
for the lack of Machbandson sharpedges.~For example,
Fry (1948) introduced a “frequency-equalizing” me-
chanism having as one of its functions the reduction of
brightnessgradients adjacent to sharp edges.
Contrast-and luminance-drivenbrightnessperception.
Pessoa et al. (1995b) presented a filling-in model of
brightness perception based on previous work by
Grossberg and colleagues on the Boundary Contour
System and Feature Contour System (Cohen & Gross-
berg, 1984;Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985a,b; Grossberg,
1987; Grossberg & Todorovi6, 1988). The model
accountsfor Mach bands and other stimuliby employing
boundary computations that are sensitive to luminance
steps as well as luminance gradients. Following the
proposal of Neumann, (1993, 1996) two processing
streams were employed, a contrast-drivenchannel and a
luminance-drivenchannel.There are four main computa-
tional stages. (1) The input stimulus is decomposed into
separate contrast-drivenand luminance-drivenrepresen-
tations. (2) Contrast-drivensignals from ON/OFF filter-
ing are employed to produce boundaries. (3) Contrast-
driven signals are also used as feature signals that
undergo boundary-regulated diffusion. (4) Contrast-
driven and luminance-driven signals are recombined
providing the final model output.
When processinga luminanceramp, spatiallyextended
boundary signalsof sufficientamplitude-called bound-
ary webs by Grossberg and Mingolla (1987)-are
generated which are able to block, or trap, the diffusion
of the overshootsand undershootspresent in the ON/OFF
filteringsignals— which in this contextare called feature
signalsas they directly contributeto brightness.Thus the
overshoots and undershoots are preserved in the final
equilibrated filling-in, producing Mach bands in the
brightness output (see Fig. 18). Note that filling-in
contributesonly to the production of the light and dark
bands and that the ramp modulationoriginates from the
luminance-drivenchannel.For a luminancestep no Mach
bands are generated, since boundary computations
produce a localized signal (at the edge) that allows the
diffusion of the overshoot and undershoot, thereby
making uniform the brightness distribution around the
edge (see Fig. 19). For the luminance step, a localized
boundarysignal is generateddue to the abrupt luminance
transition.
The filling-inmodelpresentedby Pessoaet al. (1995b)
differs from otherproposalsby Grossbergand colleagues
(e.g. Grossberg & Todorovid, 1988) by employing
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FIGURE 18. Filling-in model with contrast- and luminance-driven
channels processing a luminance ramp. (A) Luminance ramp. (B)
Contrast-driven signals from ON (top) and OFF filtering (bottom)
showing overshoots and undershoots. (C) Luminance-driven “low-
pass” signal. (D) Boundarysignals extend over the region of filtering
activity. (E) ON (top) and OFF (bottom)(equilibrated)filling-in;ON/
OFFfilteringresponsesare largelyblocked.(F) Finalbrightness.Mach
bands are generated.
explicit representations of contrast-driven and Iumi-
nance-driven information and by employing boundary
computations sensitive to both sharp and smooth
luminance transitions.While the Grossbergand Todoro-
vid (1988) implementation produced Mach band-like
effects for some parameter choices, it did not accountfor
the fact that Mach bands are stronger for ramps and are
weak, or nonexistent, in luminance steps. This is treated
adequatelyin the Pessoaet al. (1995b)schemewhich can
also quantitatively fit some of the results of Ross et al.
(1989).
EVALUATIONAND COMPARISONOF MACH BAND
MODELS
Summa~ of theories
All six models reviewed by Ratliff (1965) involved
lateral inhibitionand could be essentiallyunderstoodas a
singleproposal.All of them failed to indicatethat abrupt
luminancetransitionsdo not produceMach bands.On the
other hand, all recent proposalsreviewed abovecorrectly
predict that this does not occur since all of them
supplementlateral inhibition,or filtering,by either more
sophisticated filtering schemes, or other mechanisms
(e.g. rules). This obviously reflects the current move
towards more sophisticated, multi-level vision theories.
Figure 20 summarizes the models reviewed.
Representation
The central assumption of most models reviewed is
that one of the major tasks of the visual system is to
quickly extract the most salient information from an
image.In the process,detail,such as the gradualvariation
of luminance, is lost. This philosophy underlies the
choice of lines and edges as the basicprimitives of early
vision and can be traced back to Marr’s proposal of a
primal sketchas an early symbolicform of representation
for scenes (Marr, 1976, 1982).
Although the models reviewed have different target
domains,in general, the use of only linesand edges as the
form of early representation is insufficient. Models of
early visual processing must go beyond the tagging of
importantluminancechangesif they are to be used as the
basis for mid-level vision processes such as image
segmentation and the representation of shapes. Illusory
contours (Kanizsa, 1955, 1979) provide a striking
example of the existence of contours (sometimes
accompaniedby brightness changes) where no physical
luminance changes occur. It is interesting to note that
Marrwas concernedwith both intensitychangesand their
geometrical organization in his (fill) primal sketch and
employed a rich set of primitives at this level: zero-
crossings, blobs, terminations and discontinuities,edge
segments, virtual lines, groups, curvilinear organization
and boundaries(Marr, 1982,p. 37). In this context,Watt
(1994) has proposed recently that the initial stages of
human vision are more concernedwith the whole area of
the image than with the extraction of primitive features
such as edges. Watt proposes the use of coarser spatial
scales than those that are suitable for producing edge
maps.The responsesfrom suchfiltersare then used as the
basis for grouping operations (Grossberg & Mingolla,
1985a,b; Field et al., 1993).
The impoverished representation adopted by recent
modelshas led severalof them to predict that Machbands
occur on luminanceramps but to disregardthe fact that a
gradient of brightness is also perceived. For example,
MIRAGE codes the ramp as a region of inactivity.The
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FIGURE 19. Filling-in model applied to a luminance step. The same
stages as in Fig. 18 are shown. The ON (top) and OFF (bottom)
adjacency of filtering (B) leads to the formation of localized
boundaries.Filling-in(E) in the ON (top) and OFF (bottom)channels
can proceed freely. No Mach bands are produced(F).
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Model class Mechanism MultipleScales Datafits
Edge-Barinhibition feature-based Barresponseat inflectionstoofartobe necessary qualitative
inhibitedbyedgereaponaeontheramp
MIRAGE rule-based Barruletriggeredatrampinflections notnecessary qualitative
Localenergy feature-based Localenerypeaksassociatedwith notnecessary quantitative
even-symmetricoperators
Multi-channel feature-based Small-scalechannelsignalsbsrtdsand necessary qualitative
large-scalechannelsignalsstep
MIDAAS rule-based Symbolicrulespreservefiltering necessary qualitative
overshootandundershoot
Cellassembly feature-based Lineandedgereconstruction necessary qualitative
Filling-in filling-in Filling-inof filterin overshootsand
%
notnecessary quantitative
undershootstrapped y boundaries
FIGURE20. Summaryof the models reviewed (in chronologicalorder). The column “Mechanism” summarizeshow the models explain Mach
bands. Also indicated are whether such accounts require multiple scales and the type of data fits published.
Tolhurst and the Fiorentini et al. schemes predict that
instead of a ramp, a brightnessstep is seen at the middle
of the ramp. Brightness gradients are ubiquitous in
natural scenes and need to be accounted for by theories
that model brightness data. For example, Arend et al.
(1995) and Pessoa et al. (1996) have investigated the
perception of lightness in three-dimensional ellipsoids
illuminated from the side and shown an improvementin
lightnessconstancy compared to those obtainedwith flat
rectangularshapesunder similar illuminationconditions.
In other words, not only gradual luminancevariationsare
not lost, but they are probably treated differently
depending on other visual cues, such as shape. It is
interesting to note that Bergstrom (1994) argues that
seeing the illumination is a condition for proper surface
lightness (and color) perception, not an alternative to it
(see also Gilchrist, 1994), in sharp contrast to Land and
McCann’s (1971) influential proposal that lightness
constancy is the result of the low sensitivityof the visual
system to smooth luminance gradients. Finally, smooth
luminance gradients are required for the proper percep-
tion of three-dimensional shape and are employed by
“shape-from-shading”algorithms(e.g. Bergstrom,1977;
Horn & Brooks, 1989).
Interpretationrules
A critical assumption of rule-based models, such as
MIDAAS and MIRAGE, is the set of interpretationrules
*Note also that filling-in theories include “symbolic” stages, such as
the ones involved in categorization and object recognition
(Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985a,b).
used to link convolutionresponsesto brightnessdescrip-
tions. MIDAAS differs from MIRAGE in that each
spatial scale generates its own brightness description
before a final across-scale averaging. The most serious
shortcoming of rule-based models is the need to revise
their set of rules (the core of the models) in order to
account for other effects. For example, the specification
of two-dimensionalversions of MIDAAS and MIRAGE
given their one-dimensional definition is far from
obvious and probably will require new types of rules
related to points, corners and terminators (see Watt &
Morgan,1985,p. 1668).An even more seriousproblemis
the fact that a fixed set of rules will often err for new
stimuli; Pessoa et al. (1995b) discuss a case in point for
MIDAAS.
Filling-in
The Pessoaet al. (1995b)proposalemploysa filling-in
account of Mach bands, Filling-in theories of visual
perception have been criticized for assuming a form of
“look alike” linkinghypothesis(Teller, 1980)that is not
logically necessary (Ratliff & Sirovich, 1978; Kingdom
& Moulden, 1989; Dennett, 1991; O’Regan, 1992). As
stated by Burr (1987, p. 1911), “Vision’s goal is to
extract the essential information about an image, not to
produce another image”. It should be pointed out,
however, that the goal of filling-in theories is not to
produce “other images” but to account for the geometric
structure of percepts by employing a representational
medium that is spatially organized—throughthe use of
spatially organized fields of activity*. The debate on
whether filling-in occurs or not (e.g. Coren, 1983;
Grossberg, 1983) should concentrate on gathering
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empirical evidence concerning the forms of representa-
tion employed by the visual system. Are the underlying
mechanisms discrete and symbolic or analog and
spatially organized? Note that all of the above models
aside from the filling-inschemeproduce as their output a
discretesequenceof events.The outputof modelssuch as
MIRAGE, MIDAAS and cell assembly (Figs 15, 16 and
17), should not be interpreted as implying patterns over
fields of activity; these are only representations of the
events detected used by the authors as an aid to the
reader. In this context, recent experimentalstudieson the
temporal dynamics of brightnessperceptionby Paradiso
and colleagues indicate a process of diffusive filling-in
(see below). Pessoa and Thompson (1995) discuss some
of the above issues in more detail. They point out that
filling-in need not imply Cartesian materialism, or a
homunculus, and thus should not be viewed as an
isomorphismproducing internal “images”.
Linking propositionsfor models
In visual science, linking propositionsare statements
relating perceptual states to physiologicalstates (Teller,
1980, 1984) and provide the logical link between the
domains of psychophysicsand physiology.They specify
the type of mapping that occurs between perceptual and
physiologicalstates. For example, Mach bands (psycho-
physics) have been sometimes explained in terms of the
overshoots and undershoots of activity in retinal cells
(physiology). Although linking propositions have been
historically used for the two experimental domains
above, an analogous situation occurs when considering
theories and psychophysical (or physiological) results.
All models of visual perception need to,specify how to
link model responseswith consciouspercept. In thisway,
severalof the issuesconcerningperceptual–physiological
propositionsalso apply to perceptual–modelingproposi-
tions-e.g. the “nothing mucks it up” problem (Teller,
1980). The analogy propositionof Teller (1984) can be
adapted directly for modeling:
r “Looks like” @ + T Explains +,
where r belongs to the domain of model (theory) states
and IJ belongs to the domain of perceptual states. In
general, the analogy proposition means that if psycho-
physical and model data can be in some way compared
(e.g. plotted on similar axes), then the model can be said
to explain the psychophysicalphenomenon.
The set of linkingpropositionsemployedby the Mach
band models above ranges from assuming a spatial
resemblance of some model stage with the percept, to
postulatingthat the pattern of rules triggeredcorresponds
to the perception of features, such as lines and edges.
However, all models need to more precisely specify the
linkingpropositions,or principles,employedso that they
can be evaluated properly. The lack of explicit discus-
sions of linking propositions for models is noteworthy
and is an area that needs to be addressed given the large
number of existing proposals. This is especially im-
portantwhen theoriesare used to explaindifferentclasses
of phenomena.
Multiple spatial scales
All models reviewed are multi-scale theories of early
vision. Not all, however, require multiple scales in order
to explain Mach bands. The edge-bar inhibition, multi-
channel, cell assembly and MIDAAS models all employ
multiple scales as an integral part of their account of
Mach bands.The remainingmodelsdo not.Thus, the role
of multiple spatialscalesin the perceptionof Mach bands
can be used in order to narrow down the types of valid
explanations.
Edge-bar inhibition
Ratliff (1984) interpreted his results on Mach band
attenuation by adjacent stimuli in terms of the mutual
inhibition of bar and edge detectors (Tolhurst, 1972).
However, both MIDAAS and the cell assembly model
have shown qualitative results consistentwith the effect
without employing such inhibitory interactions. The
filling-in model can also account for the attenuation
effect with the behavior of the boundary circuit
(including more quantitative fits; Pessoa, 1996). In the
model, abrupt luminancetransitionssuch as at a step lead
to the sharpeningof boundaries(see Fig. 19). In the case
of the bar stimuli employed by Ratliff et al. (1983), the
sharpening triggered by the adjacent stimulus destroys
the boundary signals that would normally register the
nearby Mach band by the blocking of filling-in(Pessoa,
1996).Thus, the attenuationeffectsobservedby Ratliffet
al. do not necessarily imply that the inhibitionbetween
bar and edge detectors is at work, and in fact is not
entirely consistent with the data it tries to explain, as
discussedbefore.
Both the edge–bar inhibition scheme and the local
energy model employ even- and odd-symmetricopera-
tors in order to explain Mach bands.The main difference
is that the former postulatesthe existenceof competition
between the two types of operators, while the latter
postulates a process of cooperation. Since it has been
suggested that inhibitory mechanisms are more vulner-
able to monocular deprivation than excitatory mechan-
isms (Speed et al., 1991), Syrkin et al. (1994b) have
started comparing the responses of even- and odd-
symmetric simple cells in non-deprived and deprived
eye cells in an attempt to test the two proposals against
physiologicaldata.
Non-linearities
The lateral inhibition account depicted in Fig. 2 is a
linearmodel. All recent modelsare non-linear.The main
non-linearitiesof MIRAGE and MIDAAS are symbolic
and can be expressedas if–thenclausesas in the classical
productionsystem’sapproach.For example, the bar rule
of MIRAGE states that if a zero-bounded response
distributionoccurs with a region of inactivityon both or
neither side, then a bar is present. MIDAAS employs the
interpretationrules illustratedin Fig. 17 dependingon the
pattern of zero-crossingsproduced by filtering.
Symbolic if–then clauses provide.an effective way to
produce a “bifurcation“ in the behavior of a system and
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FIGURE21. Simulationsof the filling-inmodel.Top: simulationsof a
trapezoidalwavewith the Fouriercomponentsshiftedby rr/2(shownin
Fig. 8). Bottom: simulationsof a sine wave for comparison.
generate a reduced set of alternative responses given a
continuous input. Other types of non-linearities, or
combinations of non-linear stages, are capable of
producing similar behavior. The local energy model
employs a squaring non-linearityin the determinationof
energy capable of markingfeatures regardlessof contrast
polarity. Another key non-linearityis the non-maximum
suppression stage which allows only local peaks in the
energy function to produce brightnessinformation.Thus
only positionscontainingimportantfeaturesare signaled.
Ross et al. (1989)point out that interpretationrules, such
as used by MIRAGE, are needed to properly disambig-
uate features indicated or marked by filtering, and that
more powerful filtering schemes can obviate the need
for such rules. In this context, the non-linearitiesof the
local energy model involved in the combinationof even-
and odd-symmetric responses, as well as in non-
maximum suppression, are responsible for such dis-
ambiguation.
The boundarycircuitof the filling-inscheme(Pessoaet
al., 1995b) also contains several non-linearities,includ-
ing feedback, which produce one of two distributionsof
boundary signals: localized or spatially extended. Sharp,
localized boundaries are triggered by abrupt luminance
transitions and are typically associated with edges (i.e.
brightness steps), since filling-in makes the brightness
distributionuniform in the vicinity of the edge. Spatially
extended boundary distributionsoriginate from shallow
luminancetransitionsand can indicate“features” such as
lines. The non-linearitiesof the model produce a discrete
set of behaviors without the explicit encoding of fixed
rules.
Both the local energy and filling-in models provide
examples of mechanisms capable of generating catego-
rical behavior without symbolic processing. Edges are
*This behavior is obtained over a wide range of parameters. The
parameters employedwere the same used by Pessoa et al. (1995b).
signaledby odd-symmetricresponsesin the local energy
modeland are often associatedwith boundarysharpening
in the filling-in scheme. Lines are signaled by even-
symmetricresponsesin the local energy model and often
by trapping of diffusion by extended boundaries in the
filling-inmodel. However, the two modelsdo not always
agree with respect to the origin of brightnessvariations.
Figure 21 shows a simulationof the filling-inmodel for
the stimulus shown in Fig. 8. The local energy model
predicts that the phase manipulation will generate
features more similar to edges. However, since there
are no sharp discontinuitiesof luminancein the input, the
filling-inmodel does not produce boundary sharpening.
Nevertheless, the resulting boundary signals regulate
diffusion in such a way that the brightnessvariations in
the image are well captured*.This brightnessmodulation
should be compared to that produced by a sine wave
whose input distribution is similar to the modified
trapezoidal wave. The latter stimulus is also modeled
accuratelyby the filling-inscheme (Pessoaet al., 1995b).
Lu and Sperling (1995) determined that the second-
order (texture) version of Mach bands (as well as the
Chevreul illusion and the Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet
effect) results from full-wave rectification. They were
able to show this by demonstrating that the illusion(s)
are not perceptible in half-wave stimuli that are neutral
to full-waveanalysisbut becomeequivalentto luminance
stimuli after positive or negative half-wave rectification.
They conclude that the perceptual processes governing
second-order spatial interactions reflect full-wave recti-
fication. Therefore, their results favor early vision
models that employ full-wave, and not half-wave, recti-
fication.
Of the modelsreviewed,only MIRAGEand MIDAAS
explicitly propose half-wave mechanisms; for example,
see the third computationalstep of MIRAGE above. All
other models are compatible with the results of Lu and
Sperling (although the edge–bar inhibition and multi-
channel schemes are not defined in enough detail to be
evaluated on this issue). For example, the energy
computations of the Morrone and Burr model are a
square-lawfull-wave rectificationoperation.The filling-
Time
FIGURE 22. Temporal evolution of brightness appearance for a
luminancestep distributionaccordingto the filling-inmodel of Pessoa
et al. (1995b).Initially, Machbands are seen for a step stimulus(left).
As the temporal evolution of brightness processing unfolds, the
strength of the bands decays (middle), until, at equilibrium,no bands
are present (right).
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in model is interesting as the model includes both full-
wave and half-wavemechanisms.Half-waverectification
is performed initiallyby the generationof ON- and OFF-
signals. For boundary generation, such half-wave recti-
fied signals are eventually summed (Grossberg &
Mingolla, 1985a, b). This is equivalent to full-wave
rectification. However, the half-wave ON- and OFF-
signals remain segregated for filling-in and act in an
opponentway at the finalbrightnessdetermination.Thus,
the modelcan also accountforwhat Lu and Sperlingrefer
to as the “normal mode of vision: whites appear white,
blacks appear black” (the output of half-wave rectifiers
oppose each other). Filling-in models that incorporate
both ON- and OFF-channels(Grossberg & Wyse, 1991;
Grossberg, 1994;Pessoa et al., 1995b) thus suggest that
both types of rectification are necessary to model
brightnessphenomena. On the other hand, some models
have neglectedthe importanceof half-wavemechanisms.
One instanceis the cell assemblymodel,which considers
only the absolutevalue of filter responses.
Temporaldynamics
Few investigationsof the temporal dynamics of Mach
bands are available. With the exception of the filling-in
model, the recent theories have been conceived as
“static” and thus cannot attempt to model temporal data
without further modifications.New experimentsexplor-
ing the temporal domain are needed in order to indicate
how current theories shoqld be extended, or evaluated.
The temporal dynamics of brightness perception is
being actively investigated by Paradiso and colleagues
(Paradise, 1991; Paradiso & Nakayama, 1991; Hahn &
Paradise, 1995; Rossi*&Paradise, 1995a,b; see also De
Valois et al., 1986). As pointed out, such results have
been interpreted in terms of diffusive filling-inmechan-
ismsbased on edge information.Someof the resultshave
been modeled successfully by the Grossberg and
Todorovit filling-in model (Arrington, 1994). In the
context of Mach bands, one prediction of filling-in
models is that Mach bands should be seen at luminance
steps for very brief exposure durations since filling-in,
and therefore “homogenization”, takes time. More
specifically, for brief presentation times the filtering
overshootsand undershootsassociatedwith a luminance
step do not have the chance to be homogenizedby filling-
in, and Mach bands should be present (Fig. 22).
Moreover, Mach band strength should decay as a
function of time.
Is lateral inhibitionpart of the explanation?
That lateral inhibition is insufficient to account for
Mach bands is by now clear. An interesting question,
however, is whether such mechanisms are part of the
explanation.Two lines of evidencesuggest that they are.
First, the dark-adaptedeye does not perceiveMach bands
(B4k6sy,1968b;Rosset al., 1981)and the appearanceof
light bands varies as a function of the time of light
adaptation (B6k6sy,1968b).As discussed,these findings
are in line with the modifications in the structure of
center-surround retinal receptive fields (Barlow et al.,
1957; Enroth-Cugell & Lennie, 1975; Kaplan et al.,
1979). Second, the asymmetriesbetween light and dark
bands likely reflect differences between ON- and OFF-
channels, which remain segregated until cortical visual
area V1 (Schiller, 1992). These results favor multistage
models of Mach bands in which the outputs of center-
surround operators are processed by subsequent stages
that eventuallygenerate Mach bands.Among the models
reviewed, only MIRAGE, MIDAAS, and filling-in
explicitly include center-surround early stages whose
outputsare furtherprocessed.The other modelsthusneed
to show that the inclusion of an early retinal level does
not invalidate their main results.
HOW MANY MODELSARE POSSIBLE?
At first glance, it may seem disturbing that so many
different models are capable of accounting for the
perception of Mach bands, in some cases with good
quantitativefits (Ross et al., 1989; Pessoa et al., 1995).
However, when studied closely, several of them share
working principles, such as assuming a primitive set of
features (lines and edges) or using rules based on the
patternof zero-crossings.The modelsreviewedherewere
grouped in three classes: (a) feature-based; (b) rule-
based; and (c) filling-in.Feature-basedtheoriespostulate
that edges and lines are basic primitives of early vision.
Rule-based theoriesmay also employ primitive features,
but what distinguishes them is a stage of brightness
description by the application of a fixed set of rules
interpreting what the convolution responses map to.
Filling-in theories propose that the spreading of neural
activity within filling-in compartments produces a
response profile that spatially resembles the percept.
According to feature-basedand ruled-basedmodels, one
of the main tasks of the visual system is to detect salient
features (e.g. lines and edges). Most of the “detail” in
scenes (e.g. luminance gradients) is ignored. Filling-in
theories attempt to build spatial representations that
preserve the geometric structure of percepts. Both
brightnessgradients and sharp brightness transitionsare
registered. Instead of trying to determine which of the
models reviewed here is the “correct” one in the context
of Mach bands, it is necessary, as shown in the last
section, to evaluate them in the larger picture of visual
science and to determine how they contribute to our
understandingof vision in general.
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